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The notion of “household” refuse is immediately associated
with images of kitchen wastebaskets, and recycling taken to
the curb or downstairs to recycling bins. What is generally associated as household refuse is often identified as household
“waste”, or rather what leaves our homes, usually in a plastic
bag, designated for pickup by the city for landfill, incinerator or
recycling plant. What happens once the truck has left is often
not examined.

mately, an act of community participation and network building. In making an active choice of where household refuse
is routed and how it feeds back into community, the concept
of “waste” becomes one of communication; household walls
become multi-directional- simultaneously expelling and reclaiming material, and “disposal” becomes an argument for
evolving urban social engagement and communication.

Often our idea of “refuse” becomes the notion of “taking out
the trash”- the linear act of relinquishing ownership by taking
out unwanted materials from the inside to the out. It is this
daily dialogue of relinquishment of our personal items from
our private households to outside handling and appropriation
that seems to dictate our general attitudes towards waste in
general. The symbolic passing of our possessions from our
private sphere and personal spaces out into the public, is perceived as a one way ticket to the landfill, where our household
trash cans become objects of mediation between the personal and the public, the wanted and the unwanted, the individual
and the infrastructure.
Our goal with this study was to analyze this dialogue that occurs in the act of relinquishment from personal property outward. We chose to use urban exploration around NYC to
examine how the notion of the “household” has been reconfigured from that of a singular unit participating in a one way
stream, to an active member constantly creating, participating in and reacting to a networked community. We chose to
focus on what is kept OUT of the ‘official’ waste streams by
looking at how an individual’s actions changes the definition
of ‘waste’.
Household refuse becomes an act of reclamation, and ulti-
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Category 1:

Household Refuse The Conceptuality of Narrative,
Space, and Infrastructure
What is a Household? What is Household Refuse?
The notion of the household has long been held in regards as
a singular autonomous unit- an enclosed and personal space
within society that is bordered by walls and a roof. Within the
paradigm of the “household” society acts as a network of
nodes- small groupings of individuals existing within the same
enclosed space that together begins to form larger structures
in society. Although households take on many forms, the
waste streams they embody remains similar. Each household
acts as a functioning enclosure that processes and excretes
the day-to-day materiality of human existence.
In his essay “La Poubelle Agreee”, Italo Calvino analyzes
household refuse as a daily pattern of taking material from
the inside to the outside- a pattern of handing over what is

yours to somebody else. “When it comes to housework,” he
writes, “the only task I can perform with any certain amount of
competence and satisfaction is that of taking out the rubbish.
The operation involves a number of stages: removal of the
kitchen bin and emptying of the same into the larger bin in the
garage, then transportation of the said larger bin to the pavement outside the front door where it will be picked up by the
dustbin men and itself emptied into their truck” (Calvino 93).
In this paradigm, the enclosure of the household becomes a
solid barrier between personal space and public space- the
discard of refuse becomes an act of one way personal relinquishment- a linear one way structure of communication between the inside and the outside, where the individual household has a personal narrative with its refuse, and public space
carries it away.

This linear line of relinquishment between household and society has been adopted by many, most notably by Elizabeth
Royte whose book “Garbage Land - On the Secret Trail of
Trash” documents the personal effort to follow the many paths
of refuse- that is to follow from the inward out.
Indeed much documentation that has been done on household refuse either seems to analyze the larger system of infrastructure that exists on a public level to take care of waste, or
a personal documentation where the garbage one produces
becomes a testament to individual identity and personal narrative. In her book she writes, “There was something else I
noticed too. The plastic sack with which I’d just lined my trashcan was no longer empty. I’d turned my back for five minutes
and already the waste was accumulating” (Royte 14). In this
account, household refuse starts small and gets big in a surprisingly linear manner. The individual production of waste
acts in a sort of global game of dominos- every small action
produces a larger consequence of accumulationat the next
level up. In this perspective, refuse is a community actor- indeed a global one, because every individual waste producer
sends their waste elsewhere.
Institutionalizing Household Waste Disposal: The City of
New York Department of Sanitation (DSNY)
It is easy to jump from the notion of refuse as a linear chain of
relinquishment from the individual household to institutions at
a global level. It is also impossible to study household refuse
in New York City without first studying the City of New York
Department of Sanitation itself- the organization that is responsible for collecting all residential refuse in New York City.

The institutionalization of sanitation and garbage collection
marked a significant shift in the relationship of the household
to its refuse, as it allowed for the first time a swift extradition
and removal of unwanted material from the household itself.
We started our investigation with the Department of Sanitation, the DSNY and their hugely informative website on NYC.
gov. Along with the history of the department -- founded in
1881 by Colonel George Waring who initiated the City’s first
recycling and sorting programs – you can, with a little searching, find out exactly where your waste and recyclables go.
The DSNY was founded in 1881, and was originally called the
Department of Street Cleaning (nyc.gov). Today, the department remains one of the world’s largest publicly run organizations dedicated to garbage disposal and collects over 12,000
tons of residential and institutional refuse and recyclables a
day and employs 7,899 uniformed sanitation workers and supervisors as well as 2,041 civilian workers (nyc.gov).
In 2001, the city closed Fresh Kills Landfill in Staten Island,
until then the largest in the world. From 1935 when Robert
Moses opened Fresh Kills Landfill, residential garbage and
until the 90s, commercial waste had been sent by barge to
Staten Island (nyc.gov)
While closing the landfill was clearly good for the environment, there was no long-term plan for dealing with the city’s
waste. The interim plan, still in place today, meant tipping
the city’s waste and recyclables at Waste Transfer Stations,
concentrated in a few neighborhoods, (predominantly around
Newtown Creek, Hunts Point and the South Bronx) before
transferring to tractor trailer for long-haul routes to incinerators in New Jersey or landfills, in Pennsylvania and New Jer-

sey, South Carolina.

something that shapes social discourse.

The costs to the environment and the neighborhoods have
been high and it would be impossible to look at NYC garbage
collection and not mention the environmental justice issues
with reference to residential refuse. Neighborhood and environmental organizations, including WeACT in Northern Manhattan, the Newtown Creek Alliance, and Riverkeeper have
pressured the city to address the inequities of the system
(Newtowncreekalliance.org).

However, household refuse remains a stream that is intensely personal in nature- the organizations and spaces through
which we dispose out waste remain largely invisible, or “out
of sight, out of mind”, while our garbage accumulating in out
kitchen wastebaskets is a part of our every day routine. For
some, what we dispose of becomes a sort of journal documenting some of the most personal details of our existence.
Q-tips, food packaging, shampoo bottles, and other items go
into household bins on a daily basis, documenting what we
consume. Royte touched on this in her exploration noting,
“picking through my garbage was smelly and messy and time
consuming, but it was revelatory in a way. I hadn’t realized my
diet was so boring” (Royte 18).

One example, the Neighbors Against Garbage (NAG), representing Greenpoint and Williamsburg, succeeded in shutting down the USA Waste Transfer station (they have since
changed their name to Neighbors Allied for Good Growth and
continue to press the city on environmental issues.)
Just last month, the city released updates for PlanNYC 2030,
the Mayor’s vision for a “greener, greater New York”. A major
tenet of the Solid Waste Management Plan is “fair share” and
“borough equity” which calls for each borough to take responsibility for it’s own waste. The plan aims for a 75% diversion rate from landfills and marine transfer stations will be reopened in each borough to handle both waste and recyclables
(fig. 1) (nyc.gov).
The Personalization of Refuse- Household Waste as an
Identification of Self
The amount of networked, infrastructural space that household refuse spans is vast, permeating and shaping communities by their very presence in certain areas and not others.
The method in which we are categorically able to expedite
unwanted material away from our homes and into others is

Others attempt to document their daily disposal routines in
an attempt to indentify habits through the act of consumption and disposal. Through the website Squanderless, a family attempted to photographically document their trash for a
year, stating, “Squanderless is an ode to the object—offering
a trace of its presence in our lives and the implied narrative.
There is little text, simply images and tags—an online product
catalog of consumed, rather than consumable, objects—begging the question, what is the emotional resonance of these
things that surround us” (Brennan 2010).
The act of throwing away asks us to reflect on what we have
consumed and why. In the act of “taking out” we must also ask
what we are bringing in.

(fig.1) Plan NYC distribution of potential
barge transfer stations in NYC
Image taken from: (habitatmap.org, 2011)

Final photo documentation of household
waste for squanderless which lasted form
2009-2010
Image taken from: (squanderless.com, 2010)

Household Refuse as
Personal Narrative
- Refuse is centered at the level the
individual
- Enclosed, personal space
- Linear in nature
- Individual
- Refuse as an extension of the self: We
are defined by what we throw away and
what we do not.

Household Refuse as
Societal Infrastructure

?

- Refuse is centered at the level of society (social contract with the individual
household)
- Networked, non-linear, systematic in
nature
- Landscapes of Refuse: (incinerator,
landfills, water treatment, and transfer
stations)
- How do we interact with these landscapes and spaces?
-PUBLIC sphere

The Dichotomy of Spaces
Given this analysis, there seems to exist a conceptual dichotomy between refuse functioning as public space and as
enclosed personal space. The fundamental social discourse
between households as enclosed autonomous spaces and
organization acting within public infrastructure would at once
seem at odds with each other.
If we see our refuse as a personal reflection of ourselves, then
it must be asked how this individual identity functions within a
larger framework.
At the beginning of this study we began to map out the arguments for each side and how these two conceptualizations
might be characterized. With the household unit representing linear, narrative, enclosed space, the larger infrastructure
within which household refuse is eventually cycled seemed to
represent networked space- at once vast and inaccessible.
In fact, once household refuse is divided into these two spaces, no reconciliation is possible between them, because spatiality is evenly but cleanly sliced, and an inference is made that
the two must function separately.
However, refuse exists both as a personal and a public discourse. In choosing to consume, we are choosing to dispose,
and in choosing to dispose, we are choosing to engage in
public discourse, to put ourselves, or at least a personal documentation of ourselves outside of the confines of household
walls.

Breaking apart household refuse
As we approached the vast category of household refuse, we
became aware of the impossibility of dealing with it as whole.
We decided to focus only on the components of household
waste that could be rechanneled and taken out of the waste
collection system and reused in some way.
With this particular approach in mind we looked at the pie
charts in the nyc. gov site and decided to focus our project
on three particular waste categories: Organics, which is the
largest category, Textiles, which occupies a fairly big portion
of the pie chart and water which even tough is not in the
chart is clearly one of the largest waste components of the
household.
With the notion of “Rubbish as an autobiography” (Calvino
124) in our minds, we decided that for our first class presentation we would ask the class to take pictures and tell us what
were they throwing away.
After looking at their responses, We realized that it was common in households to have items that were not necessarily
trash, but that people wanted to get rid of them, give them
away for somebody else to use.

Previous page: image taken from
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So we created another category in our project that dealt with
reused and repurposed materials, which basically illustrates
the phrase: “One man’s trash is another’s man treasure”.
With our household refuse categories defined we launched
into the immensity of the reusable household waste of New
York City, and this is what we found.

Chapter 2:

Organics and Compost
Unlike Textiles or Collectibles and Miscellaneous refuse,
compost is, of our chosen waste streams, the one that conveys the least individual personal narrative in itself. Organic
material has always been considered “waste”- the idea of recycling or reusing leftover food is rarely considered.
Originally organic material was processed within the household itself- using leftover material in household gardens to
feed animals (Engler 44). With the onset of of the institutinalization of sanitation and waste processing, this relatively selfcontained method of processing organic waste matter was
moved into the public sphere, and organic material ended up
in landfills.
For this reason, organic refuse becomes inherently a community issue, as it is easily and often gladly disposed of to
be taken away from the perimeters of the household to a location that is not easily accessible by the individual. In this
manner, the narrative aspect of this household refuse stream
goes beyond the material waste itself, and instead becomes
a collective discourse that takes place within society.
One of the most interesting and prominent aspects of the
narrative character of compost has to do with the way people
decide to deal with their waste: whether organic waste becomes discarded with the rest of garbage, or whether it is

separated into a food scrap collection site, the fact is that it is
in these decisions are actively made to re direct or not redirect organic household refuse.
Food scraps are not something people usually become attached to, as opposed to our other two categories. The decision to reuse this kind of waste implies a personal choice
that goes beyond the material waste in itself. This shifts the
focus of the individual narrative to the way we dispose of it.
But it also might challenge the notion of individual narrative
completely, because depending of the way people decide to
dispose of their food scraps, they are either taking part in a
recycling process were their trash will be used for the benefit
of others, keeping the channel linear and simply disposing
of the food scraps with the rest of their refuse, or taking their
trash and turning into something useful for themselves.
Part of the redefininition of the organics waste stream from
a simple direct line to the garbage disposal sites to the more
community driven directive of composting has been made
possible with the emmergence of social networking sites that
make informing a greater public of composting options possible.
Next Page: Image taken by Lara Heintz 04/09/2011

Whatever decision is taken regarding the diposal of organic
waste the individual narrative is inevitably intertwined with the
community.
Food comprises 17% of NYC’s waste stream. When this material is sent to a landfill it contributes to NYC’s disposal costs
and can create greenhouse gas emissions. When composted, food scraps and other organic waste become a useful
product that adds nutrients and improves the quality of soil.
(grownyc.org)
NYC does not have a food scrap collecting program which
according to their web site is due to the density of the city
population and the lack of appropiate composting space and
the elevated collection costs it will imply. Nevertheless there
are various compost collection programs around the city,
mostly in community gardens, which take residential food
scraps.
One example of this is the compost program at the Lower
East Side Ecology Center, which focuses on teaching people
how to compost on their own. The hope is “to get people
hooked into composting and then get them to compost on
their own”(Pulverman 2011). They have a community collection spot at Union Square four days a week which began
in 1990.
Christine Datz-Romero, one of the organization’s co-founders, said: “I think with composting, since we started the program in 1990, that by 2006, 2007, there’s just more awareness about global warming, and our carbon footprint and our
impact on the environment…That’s a very overwhelming sort
of message, right, but I think people have really taken that
to heart and said ok, we might not be able to change ev-

This Page: Images taken by Lara Heintz (Lower East Side
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ery policy but we can change something about our personal
life....We’ve basically quadrupled that program in the last 5
years….So we have really a broad spectrum, really diverse
people at Union Square.. We have, excuse my expression,
but “the suits”, together with everyone else, coming now. I
mean, people really dressed up for work, you know, where
you would not expect somebody, stopping by the compost
pile before they go to work, right, but you can see this on a
daily basis now and that’s really a wonderful thing to see.”
(Datz-Romero 2011)

responsability in how you deal with your waste and this on its
own brings each personal narrative to light.
Showing the worms in a home-composting container.

GrowNYC began collecting food scraps at eight Green Markets around the city this March in a four month pilot program.
They accept fruit, vegetable, tea bags, coffee grounds and
non-greasy food scraps. The food scraps are trucked to the
Pennisula Organic Composting facility in Delaware.
GrowNYC actively promotes other composting iniatives like
the Lower East Side Ecology Center, NYC Compost Project
and the Western Queens Compost Iniative that offer educational programs. Many community based composting programs take place in various comunity gardens around the
city and are organized by the members. The NYC compost
projects offers technical assistance and recognizes various
of these projects in its site (nycwasteless.shtml) .
You can decide to take your food scraps to a compost collection spot in the city, compost at home, or you can just throw
your organics into the trash. The existence of this choice
in urban areas is a relatively new development. The passage of private to public that waste has is still there, but the
range of possibilities for the individual has been enhanced
and whatever the reason you compost. Composting in an urban enviroment such as New York, means taking some extra
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GrowNYC Green Market Compost Collection
Location: Union Square Greenmarket
[MANHATTAN] 04.09.2011
and Grand Army Plaza Greenmarket [BROOKLYN] 03.19.2011
1. Union Square Greenmarket, in this van the dirt and com
post, that is sold is transported, along with the tables and
whatever is needed for the settling of the compost collection
station.
2-5. Compost collection barrels at Union Square, they hold
the food scraps of aproximatley 1500 households in New York
City weekly.
6-8. Compost collection in Grand Army Plaza Greenmarket.
Since this is a pilot program, and is founded only until June
25 2011, they have not acquired bins to collect the compost,
everything is collected in plastic bags for its transportation.
9,10,14. Compost and pot dirt for sale at the Union Square
Greenmarket, the compost is form the Lower East Side Ecology Center.
11,22. Food Scrap collection spot at the Army Plaza Greenmarket in Brooklyn.
13. Transportation van and bin at the Union Square Greenmarket.
Previous Page: (Images 1-5,9,10,13,14) taken by Gala Lutteroth at Union Square 04/09/2011; (Images 6-8,11,12) taken
by Gala Lutteroth at Grand Army Plaza 03/19/2011

Union Square Greenmarket compost collection is located at
the NE section of the Union Square Park, the collected food
scraps are trasnported to the Lower East Side Ecology center.
We approached the woman at the compost collection spot
and asked her for an interview, she said she couldn’t do it but
she referred us to Carey S. Pullverman. She agreed to us taking pictures of her collection spot though.
The New GrowNYC Pilot project: the program will run form
March 5 to June 25 2011.
There are seven greenmarkets around Manhattan and Brooklyn which accept residential food scraps, the drop off hours
vary according to the greenmarket’s schedule.
The collected food scraps are sent to a compost facility in
Delaware, where they are composted and used for local farming projects.
According to the growNYC site, the food scrap collection program has showed a significant growth: form 2380 lbs when it
first started on March 5 to 41000 on April 23.
We went to the Grand Army Plaza Greenmarket, located at
the NW Corner of Prospect Park in Brooklyn, on a Saturday
morning. The green market was pretty crowded and we noticed that there was a good number of people approaching the
compost collection spot, with either food scraps to drop off, or
questions for the man at the collection spot about the collecting schedule, how to store their food scraps, what could they
bring, or were did the compost go. The fact is that people who
did not know about the project were interested in it, and the
ones that knew about it and were bringing their food scraps
were glad to have a collection spot closer to home.
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Lower East Side Ecology Center’s Compost
Facility
Location: Coleman Playground [MANHATTAN]
04.21.2011
1-4. In-vessel composting system: they were built in 1998.
These are aerobic compost bins and they hold food scraps
and sawdust for about tree weeks while they are passively
aired.
5-8. Inside of in-vessel composting bin two weeks into the
process: the compost has lost at least 15% of its volume because of the loss of water. In the beginning of the decomposition process the material heats up to 140 °F for a number of
days, and later it cools down.
9-11. Windrows: the composting material is taken out of the
bins and put out to dry out in the open the new material is put
in the middle of the windrow pile where they enter the second stage of the decomposition process. They stay in these
windrow piles for about six months where worms and insects
collaborate to the decomposition.
12. Biodegradable bag in the windrow: It will not degrade in
the seven month time that it takes the Lower East Side Ecology Center to process its compost.
13-16. The final stage of the composting process: the material
is shoveled into the swifter where the undecomposed material
is separated in order to obtain “nice looking” compost to sell in
the union sq. green market .
Previous Page: (Images 1-16) taken Lara Heintz at the
Lower East Side Ecology Center 04/21/2011

The Lower East Side Ecology Center was founded in 1987 as
one of the first organizations to offer community-based recycling and composting programs in New York City.
Their composting program began after the New York State
department started to collect recyclables, and so they shifted
their focus to composting, and now they run a large composting program at the Union Square farmers market that is open
4 days a week: Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday
form 8am to 5pm.
Their composting facility is located at the East River Park, just
south of the Manhattan Bridge, in there they bring all of the
residential food scarps they collect from Union Square.
We called the Lower East Side Ecology Center and their
Compost Project Manager Carey S. Pulverman agreed to
give us a tour of their compost facility and talked to us about
the process.
After a few emails with Carey S. Pulverman, we agreed to
meet her on Thursday April 22 at 10:00 am at the Lower East
Side Ecology Center for the interview and the tour.
It was a sunny Thurdsady morning, we met at The New School
and took the F train to East Broadway, and even tough Cary
had emailed us very detailed instructions on how to get there,
it took us a while to figure out our way, none of had ever been
down there.
When we finally got to the park, Carey was already there and
very enthusiastically began to show us around the facility.
The inescapable sound of the train passing over the Manhattan Bridge accompanied trough out our visit forcing Carey to
raise her voice every now and then. The interview went very
smoothly, Carey made a lot of emphasis in the fact that bringing your food scraps to union square was only the first step,
what they want to achieve is to get people to compost in their
homes.

Interview: Carey S. Pulverman Compost Project Manager Lower East Side Ecology Center
Location: East River Park South of The Manhattan
Bridge
04.22.2011

“Composting, for people who want to adopt more enviromentally friendly practices is one of the more obvious, one of the
more lower hanging fruit things to do, because it reduces your
waste so much, and if you are already recycling is kind of the
next step.” (Pulverman 2011)
“It is great that our program can accept food scraps form 1500
households weekly, but there is not enough space here to
compost all of the food scraps in New York City, so i think is
highly better for people to compost in their own space, because that is really taking more responsibility for the garbage
that they are producing.”(Pulverman 2011)
“We don’t advertise about the composting program other than
what is on our website, because we get plenty just from that.
It all has been mostly from people who already shop at the
green market and see us there and some of it form word of
mouth and form the website.”(Pulverman 2011)
“Once people start separating their food scraps and saving
them and not throwing them in the grabage is like the same
thing with recycling they just start to compulsively do it and
they cant stop doing it, and that is my favorite part.” (Pulverman 2011)
This Page: Images taken by Lara Heintz at the Lower East
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Interview David Hurd Director of the Office of
Recycle Outreach & Eduction at Grow NYC
Location: Grow NYC Office 51 Chamber Street,
Room 228 Manhattan New York
04.28.2011

Our program’s primary mission is to increase public awareness of, and participation in the curbside recycling program.
When you are dealing with recycling the easier and more convenient you make it to the public the better participation you
are going to get. (Hurd 2011)
Jenny: The compost project is new for Grow NYC?
David: Yes this is a pilot program that started on March 5 2011
and we collected 42, 000 pounds of food scraps in the fist 8
weeks.
Lara: does the city take any reponsibility for compostable
waste?
David: The city does leaf and yard waste composting they
operate two or three composting facilities of this kind, but the
food scraps are more difficult because of the potential to attract vermin, if it is not done properly the material can generate odors. And although we are thrilled at being able to do
this program we don’t deceive ourselves, we don’t expect to
generate a dent in the bucket. Food scraps represent 17%
of the New York City residential waste stream, we are talking
about six hundred thousand tons a year, that is a lot of material, I know.
Jenny: It seems like part of your mission it’s just to get the
word out there.
David: We get the word out in numerous ways we keep a very
active and very updated website, we also do a tremendous

amount of advertising we get volunteers and we distribute
postcards and brochures and flyers, and we also ask participants who take advantage of the service to help get the word
out.

In a city as busy as New York, where individual living has become the constant, were privacy is jealously kept and public
living is practically a performance. The rite of something passing form the private into public space one might think would
be carefully preformed.
Strangely enough the action of taking out the trash is done
automatically and in most cases in rather linear and unengaged manner: I generate my waste and pass it over to the
waste collecting system and forget about it.
The fact that organics are with out a doubt the one component of household refuse that generates the least emotional
attachment, make the linear manner of taking out the trash
into oblivion, the easiest way of deposing them.
Organic compostable material is the one component of household refuse, which we know we are going to throw away from
the moment we buy it. It inevitably comes with an expiration
date, and we know for a fact that they will eventually leave our
household as trash.
But at the same time this organic materials are the one component of household refuse that con be completely transformed and reused for our own, or someone else’s benefit as
compost.
Food scraps are the one component of household refuse, that
is used only once but they are also the ones that can be reused in the most immediate way.
As we have seen in this chapter composting in and urban
environment as New York, with its space constraints, is based
on community efforts and it inevitably brings people together.

The personal narrative which household refuse inevitably
conveys therefore shifts from individual to communal, and
even though the autobiographical component of the way the
material got to wherever is being composted exists, it gets
inevitably mixed with the communal narrative of how did it got
transformed and reused.
So in the end composting is taking a material that is inevitably seen as waste, and turning into something than will be
transformed and reused. It is a way of taking the private out
into the public for the public and or the private’s benefit. Challenging completely the linear channel disposal of taking out
the trash.

Category 3:
Textiles

We chose textiles as a category, as another way of looking at
how an individuals have a choice in channels through which
they dispose refuse. New Yorker’s have many ways to donate, recycle or re-use textiles –stoop sales, thrift shops, flea
markets, informal swaps. And Goodwill and The Salvation
Army have always bought and resold clothes and other textiles. Yet 350,000,000 pounds of textiles a year end up in New
York City’s trash. That means the average New Yorker throws
out 46 pounds of textiles. In the NYC Wasteless residential
waste pie chart, 6% of the trash is textiles.
Some form of textile recycling has always existed in New
York. As Susan Strasser writes in “Waste and Want: A Social
History of Trash”, in the city’s early history, everything was
re-used. Linens were re-sewn, sleeves re-patched, and anything not repairable was sold to the rag men who in turn sold
them too, first for paper manufacturing and later as rags (Rogers 100). During the depression of the 1930s and throughout
the Second World War, New Yorkers did recycle – nothing
was thrown out – all materials were used in the war effort.
One reason so many textiles end up in landfills, is that many
people aren’t aware there’s an alternative. We looked at some
of the ways and places that the word about recycling textiles
is getting out.

image taken from grownyc.org

GrowNYC textile collection is now at eight markets.
They take clean and dry clothing, paired shoes, bedding,
linens, hats, handbags, belts, fabric scraps 36”x36” or larger
and other textiles. All materials are sorted in a facility in New
Jersey and then either re-used or recycled.
David Hurd: “We try to make it convenient and regular so that
people who shop at the market can bring smaller quantities
more frequently which makes it easier for more people to participate. Because no matter what you read about recycling,
the easier and more convenient for the public, the better the
participation….. We’re firmly of the ‘Field of Dreams’ opinion–
if you build it they will come – and we build something that is
convenient and easy to use. People incorporate it into their
shopping routines - people can bring a bag of textiles, a bag
of compost, drop it off and then fill those bags with local produce, bring it home and it’s been a great day”.
The intention is to make the Green Markets about more than
food – to turn them into sustainability centers where recycling
is made easy. Perhaps one of the most prevalent ideas behind the “pop-up shop” mentality of GrowNYC presence at
markets and community events is the idea of organizing community around centralized cites for people to drop off items.
These organizations are crucial to both in their presence and
their ability to make people aware of textile recycling.
Above: Image taken form grow
nyc.org
Photos by Jenny Kane Grand
Army Plaza Green market, Brooklyn 04/19/2011.

Wearable Collections partners with GrowNYC in the greenmarkets and and also provides containers and regular pickups for businesses and large residential buildings. In April,
GrowNYC passed the million pound mark for items collected.
50% of the materials are re-sold on the second hand clothing
market, 25% sold as rags and 25% are sorted by composition
and shredded and re-used for things like carpet-backing and
car door panels. (GrowNYC.org)
The Cobble Hill recycling day at PS 29 collected textiles for
Wearable Collections, Electronics through the Lower East
Side Ecology Center, plastic for the Park Slope Food Coop
and provided a shredding truck for a complete one-stop recycling event.
Steven: “It’s really lovely to see all the people come out with
different items and know they can come to one facility, one location and can take of all their recycling needs. It’s more than
recycling – it’s really being aware environmentally of your impact, as you’re going through life and you’re living, and you’re
either helping or hurting the planet.”
Paco: I’m recycling clothes that I don’t wear anymore, sheets
that are clean but I don’t use anymore, sneakers that have
served me and beyond already.. jeans I used to paint..just a
little of everything that would otherwise go in the trash and
fill up landfills but doesn’t need to. … It’s a full on green day.
Recycling plastics, textiles, electronics….(Paco, 30/04/2011)
Above: Photos by Jenny Kane Cobble Hill PS29
04/30/2011

Motonau Koff runs the Fort Green textile collection and builds
the bags of clothes into colorful pyramids which looks cheerful
and makes people stop.
Terese: I brought clothes that I’m not wearing anymore… tshirts, a scarf, bathrobe.. I look online for organizations that I
can donate things to or can take stuff that is broken or I don’t
use anymore. I’ve always looked for places that I can donate
to….I never throw things out –This is very close to me , it’s
very easy for me to come back on a Saturday.
Erin: goodwill, usually it’s a toss between garbage and goodwill – if I think someone can salvage them.
I just heard about textile recycling -- but as long as there’s a
receipt for taxes – that’s why I use Goodwill.
Kristin and James:
Lots of clothes and a pair of shoes.…. not knowing what the
options were to recycle clothes, we just held on to it all -- so
we have too much stuff. And now it’s so convenient to be able
to feel good about giving away your old clothes, knowing it’s
supporting a general consciousness of good behavior.
Joey Macuin:
I brought a pillow, some old t shirts that are ripped, some old
pants, an old sheet… I guess I would have thrown them in the
trash -On this page: Photos
by Jenny Kane Fort
Green 05/07/2011

We asked the class to look in their homes for things “that you
have that you’d like to get rid of but maybe feel guilty about
throwing out, something that you have that could be re-used
or recycled but you aren’t sure where so you’re hanging on to
it. It could also be something less tangible that you feel could
be considered household waste, water or electricity, for example. Could be something in your closets or cabinets; worn out
shoes, old cans of paint or cleaning supplies. Or something
someone else might consider ‘trash’ but you don’t.”
Cindy’s response on the blog articulated clearly the complicated relationship many of us have to our unwanted clothing
and identified reasons that clothing is often not donated.
“Last month, I spent the weekend combing through my closets, drawers, storage unit and weeding out bags and bags of
clothes to get rid of. The bags have been languishing in my
storage unit (out of sight, out of mind!) but I’ve been meaning
to take them to Salvation Army or Goodwill or some similar
place in order to donate them. Going through old clothing can
be like re-visiting a moment in time of our personal lives. Going through old clothing can be like re-visiting a moment in
time of our personal lives. We wear the garments, but they
in turn embody our experience, emotions, memory, fears,
hopes, and dreams. The outfit we wore on that one amazing (or disasterous) date; the shoes we bought on a whim
reacting to some recent and ridiculous seasonal trend that
we feared we’d miss out on somehow; the outfit we bought
for the job interview to show our successful/creative/responsible/ambitious, etc. self; the annual christmas sweater from
mom and dad that we feel guilty about never wearing but even
more guilty about giving away; the underwear we desperately
hope we won’t be wearing if and when we get hit by a car and
taken to the hospital.

The evacuation of clothing also reveals fashion’s time. The
fashion industry is a perfect example of the programmed obsolescence of style. Style is cyclical, re-purposed, re-contextualized. One year a certain look – hemline, heel style, color
palette, material, pantline – is de rigeur; the next it becomes
shameful and ostracized. Disposable clothing, i.e. H&M, has
become the norm. It’s how we’re programmed to buy more
every season. From time to time, an article of clothing that
has been languishing on the closet for years suddenly comes
back into style. Waiting for this moment – or the moment
wherein we lose that weight, have that perfect occasion, buy
that one last thing to make the outfit complete – often contributes to the process of holding onto clothing long after the
need for it has come and gone.” (cindypound 2011)

Category 4:

The Reclaimed but
not Repurposed
The third category of Household Refuse differs from the first
two in the sense that, for the most part, these items were
never considered “waste” in the first place. While textiles and
compost have the potential to end up in the kitchen wastebasket in the form of apple cores and old rags, these items are
generally kept or passed on, because their value of “usefulness” or “materiality” has not yet expired.
We began thinking about this category when we asked members of our class to post pictures of their own household
waste. Among the items posted: old record players, bits of
metal, hockey skates, and helmets (fig. 1, 2, 3). Most items
were objects that had not yet been disposed of due to a lack
of disposal space, or guilt of throwing something away that
was unwanted, but not considered “trash”.
This got us to thinking about what happens to household
refuse that is not considered “trash” or “waste”. Despite its
conceptual definitions, the household remains a limited physi-

cal space, with actual and measurable physical dimensions.
Aside from the material a household expels as a consequence of its day-to-day functioning, many of the items in
this category are expelled either because of limited storage
space, or because of the forced obsolescence of its use.
While clothes and e-waste make up a large part of this, the
category is far ranging in breadth, including objects made
obsolete by age (children’s toys, books), fashion (handbags,
shoes), or simply personal taste or circumstance (school supplies, music, furniture, household appliances). Indeed, many
times these objects have personal value, such as old mementos that must be expelled from the household because
of limited space.
Unlike refuse such as organic matter, with which people are
relatively comfortable with the idea of combining their material with other’s in what become a communal recycling effort
in public space, these items hold certain emotional signifi-

cance to individuals ether in the form of personal value or guilt
of throwing something away that still has functional value. The
idea of the personal is attached to these items in such a way
that often people want them to remain in some sort of personal sphere, either taking up space in their household or in
somebody else’s.
Outlets for this type of household refuse have long existed
within communities through informal or semi-formal organization in the form of stoop sales, community garage sales, and
inter-personal trades and donations, and is most likely one
of the first forms of community engagement with reference
to household refuse that occurred in post-industrial societies.

1

The proliferation of internet related platforms for social organization have changed the way many of these communal interactions of exchange function and operate, offering new opportunities for individual households to organize and engage
with other households and organize within the community that
extends beyond informal networks of exchange and disposal.
While many community platforms of refuse exchange still
exist, this study focused on the emergence of two platforms
made possible by the proliferation of technology. The first is
refuse exchange and disposal through organized swap events
promoted by formal organizations such as GrowNYC, and the
second is the proliferation of the building of virtual communal
discourses through websites such as Craigslist, which offers
and interesting alternative to free cycling.
This Page: (Photos 1,2) taken by Kasia for uml wordpressblog 3/22/2011; (photo 3) taken by Rae for the uml wordpress blog 3/22/2011
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1. [Books] employment manual, “Secrets of Babies” Tracy Hogg, travel pamphlets for 50 states 2. [clothing] various 3. table sign for books and magazines 4. [household wares] container, cable cord, parts of a vacuum cleaner 5. [books] various 6. [toys] toy typewriter and stuffed animal 7. [video] blank VHS tapes 8. [music] Harlan T. Bobo “Too Much Love” 9.[household wares] various dishes 10. table sign for Electronica and other media
11.[various]
old
VHS
tapes,
and
books
12.
table
sign
for
children’s
toys
and
games.

GrowNYC Stop and Swap 04.03.2011
Location: Columbia University 116th st.

GrowNYC offers a reconfiguration of the traditional freecycle
and community garage sales in the sense that it attempts to
organize the idea of the free swap into a publicly organized
event. According to the GrowNYC website:
“Community “swaps” provide the perfect opportunity to find
new homes for things you no longer need. By taking home
items that you can use, you are also helping to prevent waste
from production, packaging and transportation required to get
new things.” (GrowNYC 2011)
Although GrowNYC has various methods of community outreach and Internet based communication via electronic mailing lists function as a large method of social networking, especially since events are general located in different areas of
New York City (GrowNYC 2011).
What differentiates GrowNYC’s Stop and Swap events from
traditional garage sales or community organized events, is
that organization of households occurs from a centralized
third party, this case in the form of a not for profit agency.
In this paradigm the communities that engage with each are
not necessarily defined by social or physical proximity, or by
specific demographic, but rather by their relation to the organization itself. With GrowNYC, public spaces of interaction
are formed outside of the community, creating public areas of
refuse exchange that would otherwise not exist.
Previous Page: photos 1-12 taken by
Lara Heintz 116th St. NY,NY 4/3/11
Next Page: photos 1-16 taken by Lara
Heintz 116th St. NY,NY 4/3/11
Interviews Conducted by: Jenny Kane

Our first GrowNYC Stop N’ Swap event occurred on the quad
of Columbia University in Manhattan on April 3, 2011. Participants arrived from all five boroughs, both bringing unwanted
items and taking items such that they had been searching for
and found or not expected to find at all.
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1-2. Judy & Elaine [QUEENS]
BROUGHT: children’s clothing, toys, games, educational
books, lampshades, hairdye, videos, cds, dvs, greeting
cards TAKEN: computer bag, wall hanging, two bags.
3-4. Unknown [UNKNOWN]
Brought: books, clothing, Dr. Scholls
5-7. Judy [EAST VILLAGE]
BROUGHT: children’s clothes, books, household items
TAKEN: dolls, children’s clothes, toys for playspace,
clothes to be used in dance program
8. Jeanette Brown [UNKNOWN]
BROUGHT: Nothing TAKEN: Eureka vacuum cleaner,
blouses
9. Tamara [UNKNOWN]
BROUGHT: clothes TAKEN: toy car, potentially children’s
clothes
10-11. Irene [WASHINGTON HEIGHTS]
BROUGHT: Nothing TAKEN: stuff for kitchen, books, electric menorah, folders for paper
12. David [UNKNOWN]
BROUGHT: environmental game, frisbee, light clothing,
sweater, plastic baseballs TAKEN: glass bottles, trivet,
shirt, lock with unknown combination, movies (Forrest
Gump, My Fair Lady), gardening things
13-14. Debbie [UNKNOWN]
BROUGHT: clothes, daughter’s shoes TAKEN: sweaters,
shirts, towels, sneakers, electronics

15. Anglea [JACKSON HEIGHTS]
BROUGHT: children’s clothes TAKEN: toys, items for
school, clothing (especially children’s clothing)
16. Pia [CLINTON HILL]
BROUGHT: cds, dvds, books (paperbacks, hardcovers)
TAKEN: foreman grill, sweater, cd player, season of the
Sopranos
The notion of refuse as personal narrative is prominent in the
setting of events such as the Stop N’ Swap. Among people
that were interviewed, every object had a narrative, and every
individual had something to say about what brought them to
the event.
We stopped each individual we interviewed and asked what
they had brought and what they took. We also asked what
brought them to the event, and what each individual would
have done with the items they brought if they had not been
brought to the Swap.
For most, the events were useful outlets with which to get rid
of items that had accumulated in their households. One woman dropping off a pile of books mentioned needing to lighten
her load, while another woman claimed her generation had
invented the idea of the swap (GrowNYC interviews 2011).
Most came to find items they were looking for- and surprisingly found. One woman came to find a digital recorder and
found one. Another came looking for a trench coat for her
daughter and found one. Most of these items were ones that
would have been easily accessible in each person’s respective community without the action of purchasing.
Following are excepts of interviews recorded at the Swap:

What did you guys bring today and how did 			
you hear about this?
JUDY:
Oh, they e-mailed me I’m on the mailing list		
and I brought a lot of children’s clothing, and
		
toys, games, educational books that some
		
one can use, lamps, lampshades, video,
		
movies, greeting cards, and
ELAINE:
hairdyeJUDY:
Uh (laughs) yeah. An assortment of things.
		
We came today and we found a nice com
		
puter bag a wall, um. Something to hang on
		
the wall and two bags.
How far did you come to bring all this?
BOTH:
Queens
How did you bring all this?
BOTH:
In a car

And did you bring things today?
DAVID:
Oh, yes I brought some things. Uhh I brought
		
a little environmental, something game that
		
you can play i guess to create environmental
		
awareness- I brought a frisbee uhh some
		
light clothing uh what else did I bring? Couple
		
little plastic baseballs uhAnd what are you taking?
DAVID:
I’m taking quite a few things I’m taking uh
		
let me see uh I got some nice little glass
		
bottles, this little trivet because actually I’m
		
getting ready to move to Florida so i’ll need
		
that, I also got this I can use in Florida when
		
it gets hot, a lock where hopefully I can 		
		
figure out the combination to it which I don’t
		
know if I’ll be able to do! Oh a couple of my
		
favorite movies My Fair Lady and Forrest
		 Gump.

What is your name?
JEANETTE:
Brown. Jeanette Brown.
And what did you bring?
JEANETTE:
Uh nothing- but I did got a beautiful vacuum
A lovely Eureka that’s a very nice one.
JEANETTE:
Yes and I got blouses and some nice things, really nice
things. And I called them and they told me about it and I
wasn’t going to get anything today- I says I’m not bringing
home anything (laughs). So this is what I got.

Did you bring things?
IRENE:
I actually didn’t bring that much I brought
		
very little and I took away a lot more than
		
that (laughs). I wasn’t planning to take this
		
much but it somehow always goes like that I
		
always end up taking too much.
What are you going to do with it?
IRENE:
Um different I guess different things. Well
		
one thing I picked out was for my friend 		
and she said she wants it. Um. Yeah just		
some of it to wear some of it for the kitchen		
that’s for papers, to store papers, so that’s
		
the utilitarian use. Some of the stuff I just
		
thought was pretty.

having a car to do these things. I don’t normally use it
but we use it to move materials around, so we brought
some other friends with their stuff--(pauses) and that’s
the jacket I’ve been having my eye on and it came
back so sorry to distract you, well she’s looking at it
now but if she doesn’t take it- i want it (laughs)... my
daughter asked me to look for a trench so.
What do you have in your bags?
JUDY:
Well we’re two different families so we have
some dolls, some toys for our playspace-

How did you hear about it (GrowNYC Stop N’ Swap)?
JUDY:
Uh, through a friend of mine, and it’s also
posted so there was an email that was out i guess.
What did you bring up?
JUDY:
I actually brought up around six bags. I do
the Freemarkets so that was just last week so I did my
big deposit there which I do every month but today we
brought up uh bag of clothes, a bag of books, some
household things we weren’t using anymoreHow did you get it all up here?
JUDY:

I drove, so yeah (laughs). It’s really easy

JUDY:
Materials For the Arts- they coupled many
many years ago with the city with the Department of
Transportation- a lot of people are throwing away, and
you know a lot of those materials could be used for
either uh stage props or school projects, uh you know
school arts programs- they’re located in Long Island
City. But that’s also I think in terms of connecting with
them because a lot of households- when you said
household, I mean a lot of household products do get
donated there. uh just think of it this way- there’s so.
much. waste. there’s just so so so much waste and it’s
nice to know that that stuff that I’m not using anymore
can be used. Especially and I don’t know if it’s any
different outside of the city but you know at most at a
lot of colleges now have what they call “free rooms”
where kids are just again an awareness of like I’m
not using this maybe somebody else can that can be
donated and not thrown.

Author Jenny Kane’s Apartment Clearing During the Weeks Before Moving 04.16.2011
Location: [EAST VILLAGE to CLINTON HILL]

China given to Virginia at the Avenue A
and E 11th St Flea Market

Books, CDs, and painting donated to
Flea Market

Window screens left outside - taken immediately
	
  

	
  

Wooden utensils brought to stop ‘n swap Skates and assorted household goods
brought to stop’n swap.

bag of books given away
All pictures taken by Jenny Kane

	
  

Craigslist: The Building of a Virtual Discourse
The notion of curbside pick-up has long been around as far as
unwanted household items such as furniture are concerned,
although these exchanges rarely involve personal cinteraction, and mirror the unidirectional act of expelling waste from
the household.
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In recent years, the idea of curbcyling has taken on an interesting dimension with the proliferation of websites such
as Craigslist, which offers a digital platform to reach larger
audiences, and more interestingly to promote virtual network
building in a framework that is less contained by space and
time than actual curbsides. Becuase its interface is abstracted from the traditional public spaces of “community”, Craigslist freecycling interestingly builds networked social communication without the formation of a communal, public space,
while allowing the “household” to maintain its relatively social
autonomours position.
Like the GrowNYC’s Stop N’Swaps, Craiglsist allows the
household to socially engage in a communal dialogue of refuse disposal and exchange, and like GrowNYC, it enables
the formation of public discourse that trancends demographic
and physical urban spaces. Unlike organizations, this public
discourse takes place within the perimeters of the household
with personal interaction generally taking place within residences themselves.
The following items were taken from the listed dates from
NYC Craigslist under the “Free stuff” category. Items listed
extended through all five borroughs and to Connecticuit and
all were given free of charge.

New York City Craigslist : “Free Stuff”
04.27.2011

6. one crutch [GREENWICH VILLAGE]
“one underarm crutch. practically new. come and get it. near
wash sq park.”

1. Philips Spotone Light Bulbs [MURRAY HILL]
“12 new philips spotone light bulbs 40 watt reflector flood
spot light bulb spotline 125-130V E14 SES 30”

7. Wood shavings [WILLIAMSBURG]
“We have 15 trash bags of wood shavings from a project.
All bags are completely “black locust” shavings. Must take
all bags.”

2. Pacifiers, Playtex Ortho Pro 6M+ [CHELSEA]
“Two silicone pacifiers. Includes a sterilizing cover (add water, put in microwave).
We forgot to bring our son’s pacifier with us to the city and
bought these for him ($4.49), but the fussy little monster
refused to take it because it wasn’t exactly like his current
favorite ;(
I’d rather keep these things out of the landfill. I have boiled
the one that was in his mouth a few times (for very brief
moments until he spit it out screaming) and of course you
can too (or use the included sterilizing cover with some water and your microwave). The other one has never been in
anyone’s mouth.”
3. Lots of cd jewel cases [GREENPOINT]
“I’m gonna leave 2 boxes of cd jewel cases on the sidewalk
in front of 156 Dupont St. today. Feel free to take. Starting
@ 9am.”
4. Ikea white cabinets [TRIBECCA]
“2 used Ikea cabinets with doors. Adjustable shelves inside. 33”W x 17”D x 37”H Pick up and carry from the Tribeca location by April 28. Elevator is available only 9-5 , but
arrangement can be made to bring them down to the street
for after hours pick-up.”
5. CURB ALERT for Thursday, April 28: three-piece leather
couch. [3rd Ave. & 43rd St.]

8. Various things on curb tonight [ASTORIA]
“I’m putting out various things between Astoria Blvd and
25th on 44th st (after 6:00): Women’s clothing (sm-med)
and shoes (9.5-10) Small animal cage accessories (bottom,
shelves, and also a large carrying cage) A bag with high
end sheer fabric in it with hand sewn feathers Possibly other
things”
9. denim kids chairs [EAST HARLEM]
“2 small denim kids chair. Bought from Target. Used and
need to to be cleaned. My kids loved them...so will yours :)”
10. Breast Milk Storage Bags [UPPER EAST SIDE]
“Unopened box of 25 sterile bags (Gerber Seal ‘n Go). Not
needed/used by my wife.FREE”
11. Free Couch/Love Seat from Jennifer Convertables [NO
LITA/BOWERY]
12. free filing cabinets [FINANCIAL DISTRICT]
“Up for grabs is an off white/maple colored love seat from
Jennifer Convertibles. The couch is worn in. There are no
tears to the fabric but it could use a cleaning.If interested,
please schedule a time to pick it up. You are responsible for
transporting it from our place to yours.”
13. free boys clothes and plus size women shorts!!!!
[CHELSEA]
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New York City Craigslist : “Free Stuff”
04.10.2011
1. Free Powder Blue Club Chair [1548 OHM AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10465]
“FREE CLUB CHAIR.....PLEASE TAKE. IT IS RIGHT IN
THE FRONT OF THE HOUSE :)”
2. free box of food [BRONX]
“I have a free box of food to someone who neeeds it. Vari
ous items. If you need them, let me know and I will give you
the directions to get them.”
3. Washer and dryer not working [SUNNYSIDE]
“Free washer and dryer, they don’t work but are fixable.
Must pick up from my basement is sunnyside, NY Feel free
to call or email with questions
Demetrius
4. Laptop sleeves [ASTORIA]
“I have these leftover padded computer laptop sleeves
from my work computer bags. I have 3 available. All are
black with padding, 12 inches long.”
5. got to go got to go [JAMAICA]
“Moving to another state can’t take this dog with me, land
lord already told me no pets”
6. stove 20” caloric porclin [FLUSHING]
“gas stove 20” white porclin ..works ...free curb side ..cor
ner 146th street and 15th ave.........in whitestone off the
whitestone exp 20 ave near the whitestone bridge...come
pick it up”

7. FREE Firewood [STATEN ISLAND / TOTTENVILLE]
“Free firewood located in the Tottenville section of Staten
Island. If you want it, come and get it. I will help you load it.
If you live in Tottenville, I can deliver it for you but you need
to help me load it into my truck. Email me asap or call Paul”
8. Free Piano [STATEN ISLAND]
“Free Upright Piano, working condition. on the side of 91
Littlefield Ave”
9. Racquetball Set for 2 [BED STUY]
“Free to a good home. 2 Racquetball racquets, 4 rubber
balls, 2 pair eye gear. All perfect condition. Please pick up
tomorrow or I’m taking to salvation army thursday.
I’m in bed-stuy. Putnam@Stuyvesant.”
10. Free art supplies and records [CLINTON HILL]
“Acrylic paint, charcoal paper, pencils, pens, canvas, and f
ree soul/blues/oldies records!! in front of 607 myrtle ave be
tween taaffe and kent”
11. FREE FENCE [WILLIAMSBURG]
“FREE FENCE Already removedapprox 40+ feet of Chain
link fencing as well as metal posts. Also gate door Can be
picked up ANYTIME”
12. Bible [GRAMERCY]
“Free with prayer for anyone who wants it.”

Household attics, garages, and closets have long existed as
storage units for personal refuse that no longer have explicit
personal use. We all talk about the annual “spring cleaning”
as a personal purge not only of dirt and dust, but of items that
have accumulated in closets and boxes, that were kept because they still held personal significance and didn’t explicitly
signify “trash” or waste”. Regardless of whether we admit to
it or not, most objects that we have had long term physical or
emotional interaction with (vacuums, microwaves), an emotional bond that forms because the materiality of these objects
are so engrained in our existence and identity. Often these
items have sentimental value (old photographs, letters, programs, plane tickets, family mementos), or simply the explicit
understanding that perhaps, given the right outlet, some other
person would find the object useful. These are often the items
that collect dust, as we hold onto them for fear of forgetting
or losing, or simply because we don’t have a specific outlet
for them to go to, and the idea of them being publicly turned
over to the Department of Sanitation somehow seems like
personal offense- the idea that something we held of value
would be placed in a collective area with no direct ownership,
with material that holds no personal or societal value. As one
classmate put it in regards to using her old record player as a
stand to place books, objects kept represent “a spectacle of
my a. waste of money b. waste of space c. waste of time”
(UML Waste Blog 2011).
Of the three waste categories in Household Refuse, personal
narrative here is most likely the strongest- our need to expel
items we no longer use on a daily basis or use at all exists, but
we have an aversion to getting rid of items that have strong
memories attached. Indeed, death often represents the ultimate purge of these materials, where others are forced to sift
through the accumulated boxes of “stuff” that have sat over a
person’s lifetime as a testament to their living existence.
On the other hand, It can be argued that part of the contribution to this endless accumulation of material, especially in

the form of outdated appliances, occurs because of out society’s endless stream of production- the idea of forced obsolescence of material- the need to consume because of the
need to update. In direct opposition to the idea of the refuse
as holding personal memory, this take argues that the production of new material is less a testament to modernization,
and rather the creation of an endless stream of “junkspace”
(Koolhaas 2002).
Either way, materials that accumulate in households due
to some degree of personal attachment eventually become
household refuse, although as opposed to recycling or repurposing, these objects are often kept within the “personal” sphere to some degree. Whether this stream is funneled
through a community garage sale, thrift store, publicly organized event or in the virtual sphere- the ultimate destination of
this stream is ultimately other households.
Where community building occurs in this realm is the organization of household interaction to facilitate the stream of refuse- to connect household to household. The technological
role in the building of these public forums, whether through
Grow NYC or through Craigslist, has added a middle platform
to this public discourse, providing options of “disposal” aside
from donation through personal connection, hoarding, or the
landfill. It is ultimately the act of publicly and personally reclaiming the use of these materials that drives the formation
of community through public discourse centered around this
type of household refuse. Outside organizational platforms facilitate individual communication, and the eventual formation
of a highly inter-connected communal dialogue of material
that is the ultimate definition of “refuse” but not “waste”.

Next Page: Photos taken by Lara Heintz in Greenpoint,
Brooklyn, 5/11/2011

Some Final Musings on
Household Refuse:
Much of the materiality of our individual day-to-day existence
is mediated through our patterns of disposal, and namely
through the confines of out households. While households
define the spaces in which we live, the stream of material that
passes through these enclosures is not necessarily a straight
linear path out, as Calvino would state in La Poubelle Argrée.
Since the institutionalization of waste streams, it would be
easy to relate to our waste as we relate to a company- as
something that exists as a personal service.
What is necessary to understand in the case of household
refuse is that it represents not simply “trash” or “waste” but
is a fundamental mediation of society- of social engagement.
Rather than consider household refuse a matter of expatiation, it must be considered a matter of reclamation- of reclaiming the unused and making it useful in a stream that doesn’t
necessarily have a destination, but rather becomes a defining
circular social stream of the materiality in which we exist.
This circularity is found in all streams, and many that have not
even been touched upon in the small space of this study. As
waste streams expand out, we find that many materials such
as glass, hazardous materials, metals, and much e-waste is
also mediated by households, but by other institutions as well.
Before the institutionalization of sanitation services, many
households acted as autonomous processors of their waste.
While this is not currently possible within the urban structures
of New York City due to lack of space and resource, the possibility of collective waste-processing can be realized when
refuse becomes mediated in an environment where each
household becomes not an isolated structure that maintains

an individual in and outflow of material, but an active participant in a network of households and institutions where public
discourse allows refuse to be processed not as a service but
as part of an active social discourse on where material goes.
This case study chose to investigate the social networks surrounding organic material, textiles, and miscellaneous household objects because all of them could and do end up in on
the barges and trains that end up in landfills, but not all of
them have to.
The introduction of third party organizations that create alternative spaces for public interaction create an important outlet
for household refuse by connecting household themselves in
a manner that is separate from personal connections or disposal through the infrastructure of the Department of Sanitation. As every organization interviewed for this study reported,
the cycling of refuse is a collective effort- connecting individual nodes at a community level to create new networks and
paradigms in which to process waste that is more an act of
reclamation than disposal. The emergence of the internet with
in specific households has been crucial to this devleopment,
allowing households to remain autonomous and connected to
a larger community simultaneously.
While the institutionalization of sanitation remains an important factor in how household refuse is processed, much of
the dialogue surrounding the paradigm shift to organize efforts such as textile recycling, composting, or swapping have
in a way forced us to reconsider what is “waste” and more
fundamentally to reconsider how and why we consume and
why we dispose, how this defines how we live, and ultimately
who we are.
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